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ABSTRACT 
t 2s1chologv, adjustment refers to the behavioural process of balancing conflicting needs 
or necds against obstacles in1 the envuOnment. umans regularly do this, for example, when ther are stimulated by their physiological state to seek food, they eat (if possihle) to 
reduce their hunger and thus adjust to the hunger stimulus. Adjustment disorder occurs 
when there is an inability to make a normal adjustment to some need or stress in the 
ennironment. India is a patriarchial sOciety wlhere male and female are hrought up 
difjerently. Therefore the adjustment pattern of male andfemale will also be different. This 
paper anahvses the adjustment pattern of male and female undergraduate students. Since 
Adjustment in life is very crucial because the one who fails to adjust in life invites Mental 
Stress which paves way for Decline in health and work efficiency. Therefore the 
information gathered in this paper can be used for better development of young individuals 
and a sound mental health of the society and country as a whole. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Adjusting to college life immediately after school becomes a difficult transition for many 
Students. Transition from school to college is a complex process for almost all students. Pascarella and 
I erenzini (1991) describe this transition as a "culture shock involving significant social and 

psychological relearning in the face of encounters with new ideas, new teachers and friends with qutte 

varied values and beliefs. new freedoms and opportunities, and new academic, personal and social 

demands".Tinto(1993) has proposed three stages that students move through from school to college 

.e. separation, transition and incorporation. According to Arkoff (1968), the detinition of college 

adjustment reflects on how much an individual achieves through it and its eftect on his personal 

growth. in terms of how adjusted he is also depends on his capability of getting grades and eventually 

3chieving the degree.Adjustment difficulties arise from the differences between the expectations of 

the students and realities of college life. 

Moreover in India the social order regarding sons and daughters is not only ditferent but 

4pproximately opposite to cach other. The personalities of male and female are dfferent. There is 

1S1O of work in every household whether rich or poor , whether rural or urban. Durng the fast three 
decar increasing attention has been given to Personality developnent and adjustment problens of 
and iemale collegc students. A Growing number of studies have been directed towards Cxploring 

Various aspects of college students' proble1s 
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